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Introduction 

On 4th april, 2017, the Disaster oriented online media Temblor was claiming “heavy rainfall in               

Colombia resulted in landslides and mudflows devastating the city of Mocoa.”(www.temblor.com,           

4th april 2017). Surely, in the night of the 31rd march 2017, a disaster occurred in the city of                   

Mocoa, southern Colombia.  

 

At the same period, great rainfall was making catastrophes in Peru and Venevuela as well. In                

Mocoa, 17 neighborhoods have been affected, among them 3 totally disappeared under the mud.              

This unexpected coming of mud in the town made 300 victims, whose 50 were childrens.               

Similarly, thousands of people have been injured, affected, or lost their houses and goods during               

that night.  

 

This case study of environmental threat made a lot of noise in the following days; indeed                

apparently some environmental organizations may have predicted the risks a few years before,             

warning the local entities of authorities. However, some heavy consequences still haven't been             

mitigated. 

 

In this paper, the theoretical importance of the case of Mocoa will be analysed as a concrete                 

illustration of the importance of policy-making in Disaster Risks Reduction, its traduction in the              

dimensions of time surrounding the process of such an event, with regards on mitigation and               

preparedness in the specific light of marginalization and vulnerability. 
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1) Mudflow in Mocoa city: description of the case study 
 
Mocoa is the capital of the Putumayo district, sub-division of          
the Amazonian region of Colombia. This city +/- 40,000         
inhabitants is located at the encounter of the end of the           
Andes’ cordillera and the Amazonian rainforest (see figure        
no. 1), offering a mountainous geography with a tropical         

flora and climate.   
Mocoa is encircled by    
three streams : one big     
river, the Rio Mocoa,    
and two more little, Rio     
Sangoyaco and Rio   
Mulato (see figure no.    
2).  
 
As one can observe on figure no. 3, the city’s positioned in a             
light basin, surrounded by hilly active tectonics and river         
terraces. As the original comment of Temblor’s figure        
assesses, “this illustrates how the Mocoa Thrust Fault has         
uplifted and likely tilting the ranges, making the city of          
Mocoa more susceptible to flooding.”. As a deduction, we         

could assume that due to its position,       
surroundings geographical  
components and dynamics, Mocoa    
has a relative high rate of exposition       
to natural hazard. 
 
In the case of the 31rd march, 2017, it         
has been expertised that the mudflow      
and inherent landslides have been     
caused by unprecedented   
precipitations in the region: in fact,      
they registered 130mm in 24 h      
(Davies, for www.floodist.com, 2nd    
April 2017), representing 30% to     
45% of the mensual average rainfall      

in this tropical area. From here, the three rivers mentioned above breached their banks. This               
had been at the origin of the natural hazard that critically affected Mocoa and its population this                 
night. 
 
In fact, the damages of this mudflow were substantial at material and human level. Firstly, even                
though articles cannot get an agreement on the actual number, between 17 and 36              
neighborhoods of the city have been partially affected; there is a consensus to say that three of                 
them totally disappeared : San Miguel, Los Laureles and San Fernando. Surely, with the              
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reconstitution of the mudflow with satellite picture (figure no. 4), the area of these              
neighborhood are overflood (see blue frame). 
 

 
 
The three of them are standing apart from the downtown city, remoted in the periphery. They                
are situated the furthest from the large Mocoa river, but are encircled by two branching of the                 
Rio Sangoyaco. On figure no. 5, one can assess that most severe building damages are located in                 
this spot, with 328 structures affected.  
 
At human level as well, newspapers hardly give the same statement, but the UNOCHA (United               
Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs) released a report on the 11th April,               
2017, giving the following numbers in term of how Mocoa’s inhabitants have been afflicted:  
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➔ 316 people killed, 332 injured and 103 missing; 
➔ 16,919 people affected - 5,883 registered families (5,089 men, 5,857 women, 3,005 boys             

and 2,931 girls); 
➔ indigenous organizations have identified 2,879 affected indigenous people belonging to           

9 villages; 
➔ 12,548 children and adolescents affected by the suspension of the educational service             

for about 17 days (source : online report of UNOCHA, 11th April, 2017). 
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Thus, the mudflow that occurred in the night of 31rd March, 2017 made both severe human and                 

material damages; Temblor’s article argues: “Because it happened at night, many people were in              

their homes when the deluge smashed through the town, destroying houses and carrying away              

cars”, what is true. It is tempting to add that people were helpless because it occurred by                 

surprise in the middle of the night. Nonetheless, a         

number of international newspapers point at the       

disaster as foretold. As observable in figure no. 6, the          

geological uncertainty and the presence of many rivers        

in a tropical area makes Mocoa standing in a region          

liable to flooding; this map of the PBOT identified         

potential risks and threats from 2002.  

Thereafter, some environmental organizations such as      

the CIAT (International Centre for Tropical Agriculture)       

warned again the local government about the       

potentiality of such a happening. Additionally, in a        

post-event interview, the mayor of Mocoa, José Castro,        

assessed that the municipal entities of Risk Management        

always had manifested this theme (namely rivers’       

overflooding) as one of their concerns. Surely, he argues he that many works of mitigation               

already had been put in place like building dams along the edge of the river. Unfortunately, the                 

magnitude of this mudflow had been too strong and the walls didn’t resist. (Semana.com, 4th               

april, 2017). It seems that their work of mitigation was inappropriate because it didn’t fulfill its                

inherent objective, meaning to reduce vulnerability.  

So as a conclusion we could say that Mocoa was vulnerable due to its location, but this is a minor                    

part of the problem. 

 

2) Case of Mocoa in light of Disaster Risk Reduction theories 

 

The notion of time 

In the first place, the specific case of Mocoa gives some credit to Wallace’s anthropologist               

definition of disaster: “event characterized by a series of time stages and spatial dimensions, each               

associated with different activities and roles embedded both in the pre-disaster system and the              

conditions imposed by the event itself.” (Wallace, 1956). Surely, this approach assumes that a              

disaster is not one concrete fact happening in a very specific moment at a delimited place, as one                  

would generally think, but it enlightens that it is a broader process, where actions, power               
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relations and decisions are intertwined. The series of time stages he evokes are roughly              

measurable, what makes them more abstract or even invisible, but they have a crucial              

importance. As mentioned by Wallace, pre-disaster stage and post-disaster situation, per se the             

conditions imposed by the event itself are oftenly not taken into account while they are essential                

parts of the event: for the former one, it embodies a piece of the causes of the happening, but                   

because it is underestimated, has large consequences. In the case of Mocoa, the warning from               

environmental organizations two years before could be considered as one of the different             

activities and roles embedded in the pre-disaster stage. Before I’ll get more in detail of the                

relevance of this definition in the case of the mudflow in Mocoa, I would like to explore some                  

other concepts through a related selection of authors. what allows us to slide until the notion of                 

roles, primordial in term of disaster analysis.  

 

From the naturalness of disasters... 

As evoked previously, there is a general tendency to think of a disaster as a spontaneous,                

instantaneous and disproportionate natural event that people are victims of because they            

couldn’t predict it. One could assess, following the previous section that defines the natural              

hazard in the case of Mocoa, that it apparently had been identified or suspected from more than                 

a decade before, so it already negates this assumption, and lead us to some arguments in                

opposition with the “natural” aspect of disasters.  

The first author tackling the idea of naturalness for disasters is Phil O’Keefe in Taking the                

naturalness out of natural disasters (1976): in fact, despite the fact people still emphasize on               

‘natural’ aspect of disasters, O’Keefe campaigns for the clarification the human aspect within the              

frame. A few years later, Terry Cannon supports his theory in Vulnerability analysis and the               

explanation of ‘natural’ disasters (1994), by assessing:“(...) hazards are natural, but (...) disasters             

are not, and should not be seen as the inevitable outcome of a hazard’s impact.” (Cannon, 1994:                 

13). Indeed, Cannon also advocates for the non-naturalness of disaster: we should stop thinking              

that disasters are themselves inexorable catastrophes engendered by geological or climatic sets            

of the planet and be aware natural hazard is just part of the equation that makes a disaster                  

happen. Actually, a natural hazard that occurs in the middle of a desertic area where no one is                  

affected or likely to be near is not defined as a disaster. And what is relevant to pay attention to                    

what are the other elements involved, namely people threatened by this hazard, resulting in the               

equation :  

Disaster = natural hazard x people threatened 
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Thus for both authors, natural hazard is not the central problem making disasters occur; one               

should have a look elsewhere.  

O’Keefe in 1976 was arguing that the real cause of disasters is the population vulnerability due                

to their economic situation and planning. We thus could assume that, whether location and              

hazard are a factor of vulnerability, more than this, low resources and poverty are essential               

ones.  

 

...to the vulnerability factor 

So the central question is: What does determine people’s vulnerability? O’Keefe pointed out the              

economic situation; Cannon, in the direction of O’Keefe, also add the social and political              

dimensions to vulnerability by the given definition: “ Vulnerability is a characteristic of             

individuals and groups of people who inhabit a given natural, social and economic space, within               

which they are differentiated according to their varying position in society into more or less               

vulnerable individuals and groups. It is a complex characteristic produced by a combination of              

factors derived especially (but not entirely) from class, gender and ethnicity.” (Cannon, 1994:             

19)Thus, according to him, the very causation of disasters is the unequal access to opportunities               

and exposure to risks, which are determined inherently to the social system and power              

relations. For example, in his interview, when the media often relay the information that 17               

neighborhoods have been affected, the mayor of Mocoa claims for the recognition of the 36               

neighborhoods touched, including his. In order to emphasize this effect of horizontality among             

all citizens of Mocoa, he tells that his house has been destroyed as well; nevertheless mentioning                

that his wife and daughter had the time to leave to a safer place. This is the illustration of an                    

unequal access to opportunities and exposure at risk, because even exposed at the same natural               

hazard, the mayor had human, social and financial resources to survive that inhabitants in San               

Miguel’s neighborhood didn’t have. Same exposure, not the same vulnerability. 

Cannon follows his theory by trying to explain what makes these differentiations within a              

population, and assume that “(...) the processes which make people more or less vulnerable are               

largely (but not exactly) the same as those which generate differences in wealth, control over               

resources, and power (...)”. The vulnerability concept is a means of ‘translating’ known everyday              

processes of the economic and political separation of people into a more specific identification of               

those who may be at risk in hazardous environments.” (Cannon, 1994: 17). In fact, by this extract                 

of text, we can see that Cannon joins O’Keefe in the sense that the more vulnerable are victims of                   

a copy of the inequalities they already face due to their incomes and social class;               

notwithstanding Cannon ads the political separation, corresponding to gender, ethnicity,          

political status, what highers the level of marginalization. Certainly, in the case of Mocoa for               
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example, it looks like San Miguel, San Fernando and Los Laureles neighborhoods were hosting              

the highest rate of indigenous people of Mocoa, who were often internally displaced population,              

moved from their places by the Colombian guerrilla conflict and production of coca : “There are                

222 communities in total, but without a great majority of the territory, and 78 of them, in addition                  

to being displaced, were also affected by the Mocoa avalanche.” (Press article, El Espectador, 23rd               

october, 2017) These people with very few resources and belongings due to their recent              

settlement, already marginalized politically by their ethnicity and status, are frequently victims            

of racism, stigmatization and exclusion; thence they suffer from both material and social             

poverty, what makes them more vulnerable. This argument meets the Cannon’s categorization            

of components of vulnerability, namely: the health components (strength, age, ability)           

admittedly, but particularly the self-protection (livelihood, households, material belongings,         

community network), and social-protection (recognition and preparedness assigned by public          

and private institutions) components. These components are extremely relevant and need to be             

underlined at pre-disaster and in time of recoverability as strong indicators of vulnerability. 

 

Marginalization 

According to O’Keefe and Cannon’s reasonings, it is more appropriate to talk about vulnerability              

as a threat of marginalization than in poverty. As this argument is also relevant in the case study                  

of this paper, a deeper analysis of the concept will be provided. Indeed, marginalization covers a                

political factor that poverty doesn’t cover in terms of unequal access to resources. Surely, as I                

understand it, a person in situation of poverty will have the same type of access to                

self-protection, but could at least access to social-protection. At the opposite, marginalized            

population are deprived of social-protection: “Vulnerable populations are those most at risk, not             

simply because they are exposed to hazard, but as a result of a marginality that makes of their life                   

a ‘permanent emergency’. This marginality, in turn, is determined by the combination of a set of                

variables such as class, gender, age, ethnicity and disability (Wisner, 1993: 131–3) that affects              

people’s entitlement and empowerment, or their command over basic necessities and rights as             

broadly defined (Hewitt, 1997: 143–51; Watts, 1993: 118–20).” (Bankoff, 2001: 25). In this quote              

from Rendering the world unsafe: ‘Vulnerability’ as western discourse (2001), Gregory Bankoff            

seems to notice the same peculiarity under the expression “command over basic (...) rights”.              

Indeed, when you don’t benefit from social-protection, the society looks away from you, does              

not give you recognition and even less access to basic need such as education or health; you are                  

in marge of the society, and the system tends to keep you away. As Cannon says: “A person or                   

group’s livelihood requires (...) a certain minimum set (‘basic needs’) of goods, services and cultural               

satisfactions to be adequate for survival; (...). Livelihoods that provide people with little more than               
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basic needs are unlikely to enable provision of self-protection, and any associated lack of social               

protection for such people will result in high levels of vulnerability.” (Cannon, 1994: 24) These               

ideas may be both reflected in pre-disaster stage and post-disaster; the more affected by the               

disaster are the most likely to confront difficulties in the process of recoverability, and their               

level of marginality may be increased. As an instance, one saw earlier that the most vulnerable                

neighborhood concentrated the most marginalised population in term of political recognition;           

the municipality may not even be aware of the extent of this demography due to its informal                 

characteristic. With very low livelihood, they’ve been harshly affected by the mudflow, and had              

to move away with the few belonging they could keep. Nowadays, one year after the event,                

Internally displaced indigenous people are living in slums, recently settled illegally in between             

two villages around Mocoa, “without territory, overcrowded and without the minimum conditions            

for a dignified life.” (El Espectador, 23rd oct, 2017) 

 

Marginalization and ‘natural’ hazard 

 

The last argument in regards to the analysis of vulnerability, is that marginalized people and               

people located in the area most likely to suffer from natural hazard are frequently the same one,                 

and this may not be a coincidence. In fact, people in margin of the society are more inclined to                   

live in remote areas where governmental institutions doesn’t come to meet them. But these              

remote places may be the one with high risks of hazards; as it is the case for Mocoa and the                    

indigenous migrants. Moreover, due to their inherent situation of low resources, they have             

nothing for self-protection. Bankoff sum up this idea in one of his theories : “As marginalized                

populations increasingly confront land shortages, economic hardship and political instability that           

often forces them to occupy even more hazardous locations, they form part of a cycle of poverty                 

that leaves those least able to deal with hazard most vulnerable to its effects.” (Bankoff, 2001 :                 

26).  

This fact could be put in light of Sach’s theories (Sachs, 2002) mentioned by Ross Fletcher in his                  

paper A global Environmental Justice?; indeed he assumes: “dimension of time and space as well               

as social class as areas where issues of justice play out (...). Distance in this sense leaves the people                   

living in the developed and central areas as not being affected by the consequences of (...).”                

(Fletcher, 2014: 8). Even though the first meaning of the theory (by Sachs and thereafter by                

Fletcher) is applied to a comparison North/South about the production of solid waste and its               

unequal management over land and population, we could see a similarity in the sense that the                

undesired is put away from the eyes, what contributes to its marginalization and             

non-participation to society. Either this process is done on purpose or not by the legitimate               
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entities, Cannon tackles an interesting point of view saying : “What is more difficult but essential                

is to identify the processes and conflicts which generate and maintain vulnerability to disaster in               

the more general sense.” (Cannon, 1994: 17). 

 
Mitigation & preparedness 

In the previous sections, one could assess that the mudflow is actually a very little part to take                  

into account in a disaster situation: “The hazard is natural; the disastrous outcome is not, and is in                  

many senses largely caused by the vulnerability conditions generated by human systems” (Cannon,             

1994: 20). This human system is engendered by decisions and actions from differents             

stakeholders in this given society, which have to be taken in consideration in different time and                

spatial dimensions. 

These activities in pre-disaster situation are done under the chief of mitigation and             

preparedness, in order to increase peoples' capacities; indeed, the resources they have and how              

they use it is primordial as mitigation, in both pre-disaster situation and post-disaster one. We               

are going to analysis the two cases of Mocoa in light of Wisner and Gaillard's addition of                 

mitigation in the equation of disaster Framing disaster: Theories and stories seeking to             

understand hazards (2012), the authors define mitigation as something taken by larger entities             

such as the government at national scale or local scale via the municipality and the Risk                

Management Unite. The main point of mitigation and preparedness is, when a risk of natural               

hazard is acknowledged, identify who is the most vulnerable and why; this main point,              

according to Wisner and Gaillard (2012) looks to be at the centre of the issue in the case of                   

Mocoa. 

Thus, a lack of mitigation and preparedness increase the inequality of distribution of             

opportunities and and exposure to risk, likewise increase vulnerability. 

Nevertheless, this lack of mitigation doesn't refer to an absence of it; some mitigation plans               

could be put in place, but they may be inefficient or insufficient. In the instance of Mocoa, the                  

mayor assess that the Risk Management department focused on flooding issues and tried to              

mitigate by building dams along the riverside. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the mudflow was              

higher than what the dams could sustain, so they've been inefficient. One doesn't have concrete               

data to assume a consistent critique, but we could also imagine that the mitigation process               

haven't been well targeted: in fact, one can figure that the largest river pass closeby the                

city-center, which is also crossed by the two narrow ones. It is imaginable that the dams have                 

been constructed in this main populated area, and it may have been efficient because except the                

neighborhood La Independencia that suffer of considerable material damages, others have been            

partially affected or not. Notwithstanding, the most remote areas which have been the most              

affected by the hazard may not have benefit from these mitigation construction; by threat of               
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their marginalization and lack of social-protection, they couldn't access the mitigation plans. As             

a second example for the importance of access in terms of vulnerability, marginalization and              

mitigation : as a country with a high risk of natural hazards (floods, earthquakes), Colombian               

government instauerd a real-time warning system online. The initiative is notably good, and the              

device is efficient in its functions. Nevertheless, people in marge of the society, having very few                

resources may not have the technology to access it, financial in terms of resources. But having a                 

look at other resources, such as the necessary skills and knowledge to access it (threats of                

illetratism, poor understanding of maps, no knowledge in accessing a computer) or social             

relations that could access it and warn them, it seems complicated to assume they'll be able to                 

have the information. Thus, this warning system is a good preparedness tool, but badly thought               

in terms of who's able to access it and who's the most at risk. By these two examples, one can                    

argue that a mitigation which is hazard-centered is not efficient (Cannon, 1994); it has to be                

human centered. Indeed, instead of trying to mitigate the impacts of natural hazards, Mocoa's              

institutions and citizens should improve the preparedness of all. Unfortunately, it seems that             

even in post-disaster period, efforts are concentrated in mitigate the risk and not change the               

human system : an article from minambiante.org (january, 2018) explains that the community             

goes on "working for Mocoa and all the country on the identification of strategy to adapt to                 

climate change" (Article :minambiente.gov.co, 21th january, 2018). This is a valuable initiative            

and work, but real reasons of disasters are seen as indirect causes and lack of interest as Cannon                  

describes it : "The major determinants which make people vulnerable (i.e. the social, economic and               

political factors which determine the level of resilience of people's livelihoods, and their ability to               

withstand and prepare for hazards) are rarely tackled" (Cannon, 1994: 21). 

It is admissible that the state doesn't have the possibility, the resources or the will to switch its                  

Risk Management strategies from hazard to people, but as long as they won't, most vulnerable               

people will continue to be affected. It is interesting to put it in light with political strategies:                 

“Similarly, it has served some political interests to maintain the notion that disasters are natural               

rather than ‘caused’ by political and economic processes” (Cannon, 1994: 18). Indeed, as far as               

the general consensus still believe that disasters are 'natural', the government is not pointed at               

as responsible of the threat on people. However, the case of Mocoa had its own relevance in the                  

sense that, by being foretold years ago, citizen awareness over decision-makers absence or             

inconsistency had an incidence on population threats by this mudflow. 

As a very start of trying to increase self-protection and social-protection, one could cite the fact                

that Mocoa's municipality as, from july 2017, built 300 households and plan to build 300 in                

2018 for victims of the mudflow. even though it seems not to be enough, it is still a good                   

initiative to increase their livelihood. 
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Conclusion 

As a conclusion, we could start by the assessment that “There is little “natural” about the Mocoa                 

disaster — it was a human disaster, engendered by a concoction of poor urban planning, poverty,              

inadequate land use around water basins, and failed risk management.” (article: worldat1c.org,            

april 2017). Surely, the area already gathers specific geological parameters that pre-set aspects             

were encouraging vulnerability; but more and mostly a vulnerability is a reality because of              

socio-political structures and contexts (e.g. Guerrilla, migration, racism) that leads to the            

marginalization of the part of this society. 

The governmental subdivisions in Mocoa may have had a try of mitigation by following              

dominant strategies of Disaster Risk Reduction, but it is not sufficient; it needs to tackle the                

abnormalities of the socio-political system by practicing indirect mitigation measures, such as            

poverty alleviation, displaced populations’ integration, equality among ethnicities, etc. 

This disaster in Mocoa highlight the matter of time and pre-disaster stage, in terms of               

mitigations and preparedness of the population, so that they could have better capacities to face               

this event and have the resources and strategies to benefit from an fast recoverability political               

power in terms of vulnerability and mitigation. 
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